2014 acc aha guideline on perioperative cardiovascular - relationships with industry and other entities the acc and aha exclusively sponsor the work of gwcs without commercial support and members volunteer their time for this activity the task force makes every effort to avoid actual potential or perceived conflicts of interest that might arise through relationships with industry or other entities rwi, american journal of cardiology home page - x from ww ii until the end of the century the savings rate in the us was about 10 as those who remembered the true hardships of the 30s and 40s have died off to be replaced by those who have experienced only prosperity and good times the savings rate in the us has fallen to less than 3, journal of vascular surgery home page - journal of vascular surgery is dedicated to the science and art of vascular surgery and aims to be the premier international journal of medical endovascular and surgical care of vascular diseases since the first issue was released in 1984 the goal of the journal has been to improve the management of patients with vascular diseases by publishing relevant papers that report important, transcranial doppler ultrasonography medical clinical - background transcranial doppler ultrasonography tdu is a non invasive technology that uses a handheld pulsed low frequency doppler transducer that enables recording of blood velocities from intra cranial arteries through selected cranial foramina and thin regions of the skull, paravalvular leak after transcatheter aortic valve - transcatheter aortic valve replacement tavr has become the treatment of choice for inoperable patients with severe aortic stenosis and is comparable to surgical aortic valve replacement savr for patients at high risk however paravalvular leak pvl is more frequently seen after tavr than after savr and its potential association with mortality has raised concerns 3 4 5 6, antepartum fetal surveillance medical clinical policy - number 0088 policy aetna considers in office and in hospital antepartum fetal surveillance with non stress tests nst contraction stress tests cst biophysical profile bpp modified bpp and umbilical artery doppler velocimetry medically necessary according to the american college of obstetricians and gynecologists acog clinical guideline on antepartum fetal surveillance, transcatheter mitral valve replacement insights from - mitral regurgitation mr is the most prevalent form of valve disease in developed countries affecting 10 of people older than 75 years of age age 1 2 mr management is dependent on the cause pathophysiology natural history and expected treatment efficacy, american journal of obstetrics gynecology home page - ajog s editors have active research programs and on occasion publish work in the journal editor authors are masked to the peer review process and editorial decision making of their own work and are not able to access this work in the online manuscript submission system, mitral valve disease and the cavalier king charles spaniel - march 2019 pilot study of pimobendan treatment of acvim stage b1 mvd affected dogs shows a decrease in lactate values after exercise in a 2018 veterinary medicine doctorate dissertation a student nayeli iwanuk at the hannover veterinary college in germany has submitted for publication still pending at publisher plos one a study of the effect of pimobendan on 21 acvim stage b1 heart, rapid cycle deliberate practice in medical education a - rapid cycle deliberate practice rcdp is a novel simulation based education model that is currently attracting interest implementation exploration and research in medical education, clinical interventions in aging dove press open access - official journal of the society for applied research in aging sara indexed american chemical society s chemical abstracts service cas pubmed files to appear soon issn 1176 9092 print issn 1178 1998 online an international peer reviewed journal focusing on evidence based reports on the value or lack thereof of treatments intended to prevent or delay the onset of maladaptive, medicare program hospital outpatient prospective payment - this final rule with comment period revises the medicare hospital outpatient prospective payment system opps and the medicare ambulatory surgical center asc payment system for cy 2018 to implement changes arising from our continuing experience with these systems in this final rule with, internal medicine exam qbank board review prep - our questions just like you ll see on the actual exam based on the american board of internal medicine format no negatively phrased questions no all of the following except no a and b you know what we mean, roundup 12 healthcare algorithms cleared by the fda - viz ai s contact is a clinical decision support cds tool that analyzes ct results and highlights cases that may have experienced a stroke approved through the agency s de novo premarket review pathway the software uses an ai algorithm to scan ct images for indicators associated with stroke and then sends a text notification to a neurovascular specialist if it identifies a potential, left ventricular hypertrophy lvh litfl ecg library - criteria for diagnosing lvh there are numerous criteria for diagnosing lvh some of which are summarised below the most commonly used are the sokolov lyon criteria s wave depth in v1 tallest r wave height in v5 v6 35 mm voltage criteria must be accompanied by non voltage criteria to be considered diagnostic of lvh, therapeutics and clinical risk management dove press - indexed embase scopus and the elsevier bibliographic
databases american chemical society s chemical abstracts service cas pubmedissn 1176 6336 print issn 1178 203x online
an international peer reviewed journal of clinical therapeutics and risk management focusing on concise rapid reporting of
clinical studies in all therapeutic areas outcomes safety and programs for the effective, clinical practice guidelines for the
support of the - the executive summary is reorganized by clinical questions and provides updated recommendation
numbers r1 r2 r3 r100 with original recommendation numbers in parentheses and an appended r indicating substantive
content or grading revision or new indicating new content, sccm all audio icritical care - all audio icritical care offers
access to all of the society s podcasts rated among the top 20 medical podcasts on itunes icritical care podcasts are a
valuable resource listeners can take anywhere, pericardial disease cleveland clinic - pericardial disease online medical
reference discusses acute pericarditis pericardial effusion and cardiac tamponade co authored by dermot phelan patrick
collier and richard grimm of the cleveland clinic, references evidence based clinical decision support at - introduction
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease copd is a common respiratory condition characterized by airflow limitation 1 2 it
affects more than 5 percent of the population and is associated with high morbidity and mortality 3 4 it is the third ranked
cause of death in the united, 2013 acc aha guideline on the assessment of cardiovascular - preamble and transition to
acc aha guidelines to reduce cardiovascular risk the goals of the american college of cardiology acc and the american heart
association aha are to prevent cardiovascular diseases cvd improve the management of people who have these diseases
through professional education and research and develop guidelines standards and policies that promote optimal patient,
approach to the adult patient with fever of unknown origin - fever of unknown origin fuo in adults is defined as a
temperature higher than 38 3 c 100 9 f that lasts for more than three weeks with no obvious source despite appropriate
investigation the, heart failure clinical presentation history physical - the new york heart association nyha classification
of heart failure is widely used in practice and in clinical studies to quantify clinical assessment of heart failure see heart
failure criteria classification and staging breathlessness a cardinal symptom of left ventricular lv failure may manifest with
progressively increasing severity as the following, free access to scientific journals open access journals - open access
journals are the major source of knowledge for young and aspiring generations who are keen in pursuing a career in
sciences this system provides easy access to networks of scientific journals authors that contribute their scholarly works to
open access journals gain remarkable reputation as the research scholarly explore these works extensively, chronic
kidney disease detection and evaluation - chronic kidney disease affects 47 million people in the united states and is
associated with significant health care costs morbidity and mortality because this disease can silently progress to, brief
resolved unexplained events formerly apparent life - this is the first clinical practice guideline from the american
academy of pediatrics that specifically applies to patients who have experienced an apparent life threatening event alte this
clinical practice guideline has 3 objectives first it recommends the replacement of the term alte with a new term brief
resolved unexplained event brue, centre for international child health bc children s hospital - what we do over the past
two decades bc children s hospital has generated and shared knowledge to improve children s health globally with the
support of the bc children s hospital foundation bc children s established the centre for international child health in 2004